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We all know that smoking is very bad for your health, right? In fact, it’s the most preventable cause of disease 
and death.(1) Did you know that up to 600 chemicals are added to cigaretes and as litle as 65% of a cigarete 
is actually tobacco?(2) 

The harm from smoking is, in large part, due to the combus�on. When a cigarete is burned, the smoke 
contains over 7,000 chemicals. We know that around 1500 of these chemicals cause disease and 69 of them 
have been proven to cause cancer.(3) 

Scien�sts have been paid millions of dollars over decades to experiment with adding chemicals to tobacco to 
create the modern cigarete. Many of the chemicals in cigaretes enhance the delivery and effects of nico�ne. 
Some are addic�ve in themselves.(4) 

Are we to believe the fear-based narra�ve claiming that vaping is the epidemic?? An epidemic is a term used 
to describe a widespread disease that affects many people.(5) Yet globally, smoking kills 17,000 people every 
single day and over 200 million people suffer with chronic smoking-related diseases!(6)(7) A�er over 10 years 
of vaping being on the market, and over 82 million vapers in 2021(8), not a single death has been atributed to 
vaping nico�ne eliquid. Smoking is the epidemic. 

Vaping nico�ne is 95% less harmful than smoking because it virtually eliminates the disease-causing chemicals 
found in cigarete smoke.(9)(10) 

Since 2016, our nonprofit, Vaping Advocacy and Educa�on Project, beter known as VAEP, has been reviewing 
the scien�fic evidence on vaping and making it easy for people to understand. 

Visit VAEPinfo for vape info. htps://VAEP.info  

************ 

Kellie Ann is wearing our Sweetheart tee in Sport Grey htps://shop.vaep.info/?product=vaep-sweetheart-tee  

************ 
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#VAEPinfo #VAEP #VAEPworld #vaping #vape #vapefam #TalkAboutVaping #DoTheVapeTalk #KeyConcepts 
#HarmReduc�on 
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